October SEC Meeting

Oct. 27 7PM

Attendees: Andrew Ferguson, Wesson Gaige, Don & Laura Palmer, Kevin McCormick, Alfred Molison, Diane Wood, Janis Richards, David Prout

7:02 Meeting Called to Order

    Review of agenda & call for additions.

    It is approved.

7:15 Questions about the Precinct Convention Process

    Mysteries explained, misconceptions cleared-up

7:40 Andrew will be organizing the Brazoria County Greens

    Laura will give him access to the Facebook account

7:42 Candidate Information Session

    Injunction Hearing is set for October 31st

7:53 Kevin asks about funding for candidates

    Janis suggests adding donate button to campaign site

    Don asks how it would be decided which candidates get supported & how much.

8:01 Janis speaks on public banking

8:06 Kevin & Wes will work together on a web page to explain Precinct Convention process

    They will start here: Resources / Convention Documents page

8:13 Some discussion of the previous meeting’s minutes.

    The decision was made to delay approval of September’s minutes for later in the meeting to allow further review.

8:15 Treasurer's Report

    Don will present this in Slack.
8:15 Laura alerts us to some upcoming deadlines

Jan 2d, party registration must be filed with SoS
Must include current list of county parties
Dec 9th is candidate filing deadline.
We must submit list of candidate applicants to SoS within 10 days.
Janis speaks on the value of the write-in option

8:20 Outreach
Laura sent October newsletter: call or candidates

8:21 Media
Janis says Alfred, Jim, & Ms. Preston will be sending videos to Houston Media Source, as well as other outlets. They will travel the state & interview folks.
Diane suggests interviewing Brodie Andrew Mulligan
Kevin & Andrew will do a podcast.

8:30 The Proposed Restructuring
Wes points out that we cannot change anything util next year.
There are no objections to delaying its discussion.

8:33 Laura on the importance of holding precinct conventions
Must be held 7-9PM on March 10th
There will be training in January.
Diane added in a reminder of the county convention the following Saturday

8:42 IT
David can now access Nationbuilder

8:44 National Committee
Kevin had a question about his status, Wes clears it up
8:45 Legislative

   Wes suggests removing this until legislature is in session.
   It (& Restructure) will be dropped from the agenda.

8:46 Diane proposes accepting the minutes.
   With no objections, the motion passed.

8:48 Diane asks if we have received contact information from Nat’l. Party.
   Wes says we must alert our donors, then send their info to receive the contacts.

8:50 Janis will be attending injunction on 10/31
   She will also be going to Seattle to meet with Solutionary Rail Backbone

8:54 Kevin proposes Andrew interview Janis about her actions above for podcast
   Janis is interested & would also like to discuss the president’s recent actions to disrupt big agra & Federal Reserve. It is agreed. Everyone is stoked.

8:57 Meeting Adjourned

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nT9ZE09qmuGgLUBWP_Royiees3CystyE